
Batch in Suspended Status 

Overview 
Earlier, if a batch needed external inputs for review/validation and the operator was unable to 

review/validate the batch for any reason, there was no provision to mark the batch so that the batch 

could be picked by another operator or the administrator for successful review/validation. 

A new feature has been introduced in Ephesoft v4.1.1.0 that allows user to suspend a batch in 

review/validation and assign it to another operator. User who suspended the batch can also resume the 

batch in future if required. 

Configuration 
 Suspend feature can be enabled/disabled on Review, Validation screen by a switch “Review 

Suspend Batch Switch” or “Validate Suspend Batch Switch” in REVIEW_DOCUMENT and 

VALIDATE_DOCUMENT plugins respectively. Please see below screenshot: 

 

 

 To send mail notification while suspending a batch, following property must be set to false in 

“<Application Folder>/WEB-INF/classes/META-INF/dcma-mail/mail.properties” properties file: 

mail.suppress = true  

By default, message suppress switch is true, so email notification feature will not work without 

enabling it from that property. 

 User can configure the attribute name to read email for a user from the LDAP/AD server from 

“<Application Folder>/WEB-INF/classes/META-INF/dcma-user-conectivity/user-



connectivity.properties“ file. By default, its value is “mail”. Thus, there must be a “mail” 

attribute for user in the ldap/active directory database. 

user.connectivity_userEmailSearchAttributeFilter=mail  

For example, in the below screenshot, mail attribute is shown for ephesoft user. 

 

 In case connectivity is made using tomcat, this attribute needs to be set in tomcat-users.xml. 

              Please see below screenshot: 

  

Batch Suspend Feature 
User can suspend a batch in review or validation and can do following while suspending: 

 Assign the suspended batch to another user or group for further verification 

 Send an email notification to the user whom the batch has been assigned 

o In case of group, the email is sent to all users in the group 



 Add a note while suspending a batch which will be a part of the mail sent and visible on the 

Batch List and Batch Instance Management screens 
 

 

It is important to note that the user who has suspended the batch is be able to view the batch and resume it. 

Also, user who has been assigned the batch cannot further assign it to any other user/group. 
 

o The content of the email sent out to the assigned user/group is as displayed in the image 

below: 

      

 

User, to whom batch has been assigned, can see it under “Assigned To Me” section on the 

“Batch List” screen: 

 

 



On the Batch Instance Management screen, the Is Suspended, Assigned To, and Batch Note 

column display the relevant information about the suspended batch. 

 

 
 

 

 

If user click on the note in the Batch Note column, a pop-up with the note displays. 

                                                 

 

How to Suspend a batch 
Ephesoft v4.1.1.0 that allows user to suspend a batch in review/validation. 

A pop-up will be displayed to user either by clicking “Suspend” exists inside More menu or press 

shortcut “Ctrl + Shift + S” while suspending batch as displayed in the image below.  



 

Assign To: The assign-to option selected by user for assign batch to another user or group. By default, 

assigned-to is set Users. 

Select User/Group: This is drop down that contains users or groups list fetched from tomcat-

users/LDAP/AD server as chose option in a property file (user-connectivity). Select users/groups list 

displayed as assign-to option selected. 

Note: It is part of the mail sent and is also visible on the Batch List and Batch Instance Management 

screens. 

Send Email: This option provides privileges to send email notification to the user and group whom the 

batch is being assigned.  

To: This text area would be displayed if send-email option selected by user. By default, this populates 

configured emails of assignee user and group users. It also gives user the ability to fill emails. 

On clicking “Ok” option batch will be suspended. 

User who has been assigned the batch cannot further assign it to any other user/group. 

Batch Resume Feature 
The user who has suspended the batch can also resume the batch while opening a suspended batch 

from Batch Instance Management or Batch List screens with option ‘Resume’, ‘View Only’ and ‘Cancel’ 

or Review/Validate screen. 

On clicking ‘Resume’ option batch will be released from suspend state and now user who has been 

assigned the batch will not see the batch into Assigned To Me tab on Batch List screen.  

 



How to Resume a batch 
Following options will be pop up while opening suspended batch from Batch Instance Management or 

Batch List screens with option ‘Resume’, ‘View Only’ and ‘Cancel’ as displayed in the image below. 

                             

 

If User clicks ‘Resume’ option batch will be released from suspend state and now user who has been 

assigned the batch will not see the batch into Assigned To Me tab on Batch List screen.  

If User clicks “View Only” option batch will be opened on review/validate screen and if required, he can 

select Resume option from more menu or by pressing shortcut “Ctrl + Shift + S”. 

 

Confirmation pop-up will be displayed to user for resuming batch. 

 



 

 

On clicking “Ok” option batch will be released from suspend state and now user who has been assigned 

the batch will not see the batch into Assigned To Me tab on Batch List screen. 

 Suspended state of the batch will be cleared in case of following: 

o batch is finished, 

o batch is restarted 


